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FOREWORD 

 

Poetry is often defined with the stringing of three words - emotions, images and recollection. 

Perhaps, to go by Wordsworth's classic definition, tranquility also joins the longer string. But 

there is one important, always-present element in every reflection that is enduring enough to be 

called poetry - truth.  

This word, truth, is the word that would define this collection -- if we were to pick a single, all-

encompassing word that defines it. Written with nationalist ideas in mind, John Chizoba Vincent 

paints a picture of a remote hamlet, a tawny village, a buzzing city and a blue-and-green 

universe on the verge of destruction, as fuelled by several anti-societal vices each of the poem 

discusses. He paints these pictures according to the most important function of literature -- to 

mirror, reflect just the way it is. In these poems are familiar pictures of savagery, electoral 

malpractice, painted with the very ink with which reality paints them, but heightened and spiced 

figuratively as every brilliant poem is.  

For Boys of Tomorrow as a title places emphasis on the future, albeit extensive discussions on 

the past and the present. The pictures of the past are pictures of a naturally real, unadulterated 

body of people, acclaiming their identity through songs, chants and stories. The present portrays 

the same people swaying in a trance, threading the path whose grasses are stiff bristles and 

whose lights are the wings of a dying firefly. The future, though shaped from a large chunk of 

the present, is always perceived as blur, unknown, mysterious. But For Boys of Tomorrow 

leads us round the circle to an opening on its side, through which, with tiny sparks of light, we 

could see the future. Each poem in this collection searches answers for the  following questions: 

I. What does the future look like?  

II. Who will survive to the future?  

III. What virtues are our generation etching into the hearts of the survivors of the future?  

IV. How effective are these virtues in guaranteeing a future rid of all the rot and spikes our 

generation has unleashed on the present?  

V. When would pain cease to prevail?  

VI. How can we find fulfilment in ourselves when our world is bent on inverting and letting its 

contents go down the earth?  

You will find richly-embroidered poems in this collection. You will linger over every word, 

chew every emotion and evocation slowly, and you will close your facial eyes to let your mental 

eyes into the images evoked by these poems. 
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You will find bribery and corruption laid out like an open book and the aftermath exposed; satire 

spat out like flamed spittle spurted by a million dragons; the herdsmen killings ridiculed; you 

will find, in this collection, the totality of our existence, the truth men have travelled beyond the 

horizon to find. In these lines, you will find deep topics on cultural heritage, womanhood, 

manhood, the pleasures and mischief of being a youth, Aleppo and its travails, restitution and 

heaven and hell, loud sycophants who carry the Word on their shoulders and not the heart, 

dreams and the will to bring them into being, and, among others, a lone voice wailing, speaking 

of a failed present and warning against a bleak future.  

For Boys of Tomorrow is an easy read, laced with deep meanings readily open to the man who 

lets his heart and mind form vivid images. You will never regret having it in your possession.  

Happy reading. And, with greater importance, may the lessons taught in these collection clang in 

our heads always and use us to retrieve the lost glories of our existence.  

 

- Ola W. Halim 
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DEDICATION 

 

For You, for Boys of tomorrow and the lost girls finding tomorrow in their palms and for men 

and women of tomorrow guiding the stars and the moon that will succeed them if tomorrow 

comes. 
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MISTAKES 

 

We’ve drown your dreams before you were born 

With a cup of rice shared at the campaign ground 

We sold your future with a wretched bottle at the 

Bar where we named home and paradise and pleasure 

We burnt down bridges that you were to journey on 

And now, everywhere is blank and misery and gory 

Which route would you follow with a burnt skin? 

Where would you stay to close your eyes and watch the  

Stars and the moon and the shrine of our forebears?    

While the world was dancing to our songful lullabies,  

We made many women widows and ripped them off  

their pride under the mango trees, there, they cursed us. 

And this curse we pushed to you and your generations. 

Boys in the street of Nigeria closed their eyes and saw 

Beautiful snake at Aso Rock and Central Bank eating  

up their fate and dreams and future and destiny. 

Girls in Sambisa opened their eyes to see their kind 

Been disvirgined in the track that leads to freedom. 
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They said those images looked like us and we have  

No atom of gut to deny that piece of allegation. 

They said we broke their dreams at dusk and dawn 

Let your eyes see not a gloomy end, we’ve sinned  

Buhari was our mistake against your future choices 

Find better table let’s sit and wipe clean our past slate.  
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GHETTO POET 

 

the street taught me how to name myself, 

how to make life miserable to people with arms 

and weapons around my neck and hands. 

how to call a knife a spade and 

a spade; a hoe without feeling guilty. 

how to lay wait for girls and make 

them scream out loud in dark places 

where men fall in and come out 

happily, satisfied. 

the street taught me how to pronounce 

these words: Bread and water; Bread and beans. 

I was born without nipple to my mouth, 

my mother became religionist making temples her home. 

My father, whose shadows I fell under reek of bottles of beers and 

found satisfaction from the twisted public holes of skimpy sluts. 

The street made me, I am part of the street; 

a ghetto poet, ghettoising. 
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life pushed me into the den of wildness 

there was time I visited hope and hope 

failed me yet the end didn't come. 

I whimpered, but life must go on. 

You know these words are broken, 

I lost my soul scribbling them on slates 

I picked every word I say from the ghetto. 

I won't stop this game, forgive me like 

I forgave myself when I deepened a knife 

into a Bishop's throat, 

like when I shot a wealthy man at Nnewi 

like when I set the church ablaze for treating me like a Lepel 

at restitution. 

like when I slaughtered an Imam for a false doctrine. 

Just forgive me cause of this ghetto sermon playing in my head. 

I was made the black sheep by broken marriage 

I do not know when the world begins to trade a boy 

like me for bloody adventures! 

they made beast from baby like me, 

when was it signed into our constitutions to overlook dregs of 
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the society- children in the street? 

how do you hold your bodies together 

knowing you've held a future in your tongue, 

your arms and weapons? 

be gone! There is no point being who I am... 

Don't leave me to perish!  I need a shoulder to lean on! 
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SATIRE 102 

 

I so much love Nigeria Politicians, 

They are the sowers in our street, 

Sowing on a rocky ground in an 

Eye-service manner so that all will see. 

I am so proud of our leaders in Nigeria, 

They are not reapers but rapers of our 

Innocent pride with a rekindled mouth. 

 

I will have a hand shake with them someday; 

For making this land a good home for all. 

Oh! What good leaders we have here in the country! 

Like mother hen, they gathered us together 

To kill us with hunger and sorrow of goodness. 

Our agony left nakedness in their kingship-ness. 

I am so proud of Nigerian Leaders, kind, they are 
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CATTLE COLONY 

 

we've counted all the cattle 

those going to South and West 

those to the East and Middle belt 

our ancestral souls still beat 

patriotically among the wind. 

they have built a nervous town 

full of smiling land scape of 

grasses and water and blood 

I think our herdsmen will wear 

a political shoes and clothes now 

and stop killing heads for 2019! 
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SOLITUDE 

 

These cascaded tears are black in complexion, 

I started arranging them when I was fourteen. 

These broken stars are the horizons of fear, 

I started numbering them when I was ten. 

These words were the scars seen 

in the smile of my mother after my father left, 

I started counting them when I was only six. 

Mother left at a tender age leaving me in the hands of the wind. 

Father was killed at the battlefield, 

I held my fate myself and they fell like pack of sands yesterday. 

Tomorrow is the spaces between my fingers, 

Today is the map of gory miseries that has come, 

I learnt the act of singing lullaby at the sight of walls of emptiness - Solitude. 

How did we become pains in the eyes 

loving like the hungry wolves in the jungle? 

 

Those that know me knew where to find me at the river bank, 

by the dark corner of a dark room, remembering the torture of yesterday, 
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remembering a hole created inside me, 

remembering a piece of meat left in the mouth of the lion for me to pick. 

when night call, I shivered and cried for another illusion to be created, 

when it is dawn, cursed blessings come to play; 

I carry ghost of darkness in my right pocket, 

I carry death in my left pocket, 

I carry him out, talk to him fiercely; 

"when are you coming for me? " 

I have learnt to leave my body like a shadow when pained to roam about, 

For those who have answers to natures call, 

I have learnt to sip silence from the rhythm of  their heart beat. 

 

Kiss and touch these pains, they are made from 

days of lonesomeness. 

riding from the skin of the sky to find home, 

like a lost elegy, like a lost dirge, 

like a child searching for a home... 

I am a lone man jagged and clinkered, 

I am a lone fox and a magma lion, 

I've been broken twice, once and forever, 
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The probability of me getting ramshackle by the shackles 

of desperation is tabled on the fracture of fins. 

I am a lone man! 

I am a lone man 

Soaked in sullied nipples of anger!! 

I am a vain man 

Lowered by low esteem 

I am a forgotten song of imperfection 

for i wallowed idly in the darkness of my thoughts alone. 

walking and watching my shadow angry... 

talking and counting the steps of my lips 

I attuned to the simpering ruse of zephyr when cascades 

of questions saunter the streets of my mind. 

 

I am a lone man! 

I am a man riggered by life choices 

harrowed my limp soul like the incised opium's root 

Solitude is the name of my enemy here, 

A sliced silence in the morning of my heart is an 

aching uncle of my household. 
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Hold your fears to your fingers 

I will not bridge this game again 

From this dice thrown, death drew nearer, 

Till we start learning how to spell the lyrics of father's dirge, 

solitude will always rule us all. 
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FOR BOYS OF TOMORROW 

 

For boys of tomorrow who went, 

forgive our ignorance of the old, 

forgive us for taking the unripe 

mangoes from the top of the trees. 

Let your minds be written restfully, 

the sky owes us an obligation to protect you. 

The sun was once our enemy in the noon 

that was why we overstepped and slept 

with those innocent girls made for tomorrow. 

We bred fears and our sins have purged us all- 

We are the ancient keeper of the culture 

yet, abused it openly in the eyes of tomorrow, 

 

 

for boys who went after us, 

Ikemefuna will come again, 

this time not from Okonkwo' lineage; 

for Okonkwo was weak even to himself. 
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Not through Kainene; for she lost her prestige.  

Not after Nnu-Ego; for she died longing for children. 

Not through Kambili, for she was braver than earth. 

We are imperfect because we are human 

of breast milk. 

The sins of your fathers shall be of secret, 

It will not be used against you all. 

Forgive us for the mistakes to come, 

we have a dream that your dreams will be our dreams, 

not of faith but of grace, grace of thought. 

We've sinned before the creator but 

arrange your hopes in an ascending order, 

tomorrow holds a greater testament on your faces. 

Forgive us for marrying your mothers even before 

their shy apples came out to see the dark earth. 

If the moon has to cry, 

 

 

let it be upon our head. 

Put the blame on us, for we are human; 
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we are imperfect human of breast milk, 

for butter is not meant for monkeys. 
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SHATTERED 

 

and I heard hell called on men 

for eternal life for them all 

they ran here and there with 

decorated bottles of beer and 

handy skimpy sluts. 

filthy theme of righteous played 

they called heaven a dreadful hell 

the demons rejoiced at the gate 

each man was called a street 

each street was named after a slut 

each house was termed destruction 

each men were entitled for a virgin 

a virgin to straighten themselves in bed. 

a public hole was created for all 

come, fall in and die and be born again. 

satirically, I watched men shattered, 

shattered of smothering laughter 

planting kisses on the loose foundations 
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because what they heard wasn't what 

they've seen on the last day. 

maybe, they were deceived by sermons. 

maybe,  they found joy in sadness 

they told a tale of how hell is best 

colourful place for a virgin laughter. 

then, I woke up to see more sin on 

the body of coated clay earth. 

two cities created themselves: 

heaven and hell, a choice is  left for you to make for eternity. 
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MEN CRY TOO 

 

Your late mother 

told you "men don't cry" 

stack by stack 

you carved it into soul 

you allowed it rule you 

deeper and deeper. 

 

you bottled up like a ghost 

against the thaw life belched 

on you to bear not to complain 

only if you understand this 

logic ... "Men do cry too" 

 

Childhood illusion: men don't cry 

Peer's fable: boys don't cry 

-Men do cry also 

Wells of water do fall from 

their cheeks. 
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They face troubles also 

They face rejections and heartbreak 

like you. 

 

They seek for shoulders to 

lean on every night 

and pour out their souls 

Into the dark loneliness because 

They feared to be called cowards 

 

When tossed here and there by life, boy 

Cry out for a hand 

Don't be stuck in between 

Call out! 

There is always a vacant shoulder to 

lean on 
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UNSCRIPTED 

 

the camera established an aerial shot of a town 

it panned and zoomed into a lonely house on a hill 

it picked a girl on the floor learning how to cry 

teaching her eyes, the pains of strange men in Nigeria 

few minutes later, 

it tilted into her heart to see her friends sold out 

for marriage in the North and those raped in 

the East and, those mutilated in the south; 

and those molested in the West. 

 

we were unable to measure the sadness in her soul 

as her tears left a footnote in our hearts 

how could birds celebrate their matrimony? 

how bad can it be to see someone agony through 

the eyes of the lens? 

how do you become a song in the mouth of the youthful morning 

singing dulcet melodious symphonies? 
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she was birthed after the moon and the sun clashed 

her father promised to keep her mother in his arms 

to show her that love can exist in the eyes of a callous man 

even when the river is unsettled in the eyes of a child 

this he kept… 

She was the mixture of their moans and groans in the 

belly of the night 

eyes shut, legs entangled, and lips searching for a comfortable zone, 

door closed. 

 

 

the camera roved in between her legs and blood brawled on the floor 

we thought it was her menses on the ground but it was a man’ sin 

he dived into the trunk of her virgin and eat her pride proudly 

as if his act was nomenclature to the lawyers… 

he spoke about it to his friends on his way to the city gate 

she became Can kicked by all and a laughable stock 

how she fell every night and rose in the morning 

got our right hands warning our left of a crime to come 

unscripted. 
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Few years back, 

her mother fell into the abyss of darkness 

fear emerged from the tickling and tackling of her soul 

she became a substitute and alternative every night 

that was what kept us dumbfounded as we watch 

through the tele-lens… 

she taught us silence through her eyes 

how to hold our lips and swallow the words in our mouth 

how to create another scene and let our obscurities sojourned 

how to cry and swallow the pains that slapped us severely 

how to break and break and keep breaking 

Without scripting it. 

 

next scene, 

we saw her through the heart of the camera’ monitor 

painting previous night with her foundation and lipstick 

we saw how women face the world yet, covers their sadness 

from us even if they were dying to live no more 

we saw what it meant to vomit and still return to lick your vomit 

she gathered the fire and the ashes 
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painting another look that could attract her father’ 

eyes to burn afresh on the altar of sin. 

who else knows that she was passing through this 

except her? 

 

these are wars women fight from dawn to dusk 

from the North to East, South and West 

breaking fire, making fire, rekindling fire 

hoping to strike back someday 

and this, itself is another war prepared 

but it called for holding one’s tongue and not speak 

to look and look and look 

till memories point closer to the sky and get sick of raining tears. 

 

till her agonies are reminiscences linking to be sweet tale 

till her mouth sip another rain from her eyelid 

I hope when you find her in the movie of this earth 

in the middle of this climax called life and survival 

you will screen grab this from our soul 

we are in a battlefield that calls for help of womanhood 
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Joining mothers and daughters, sisters and spinster 

to create bound that would stop men from hurting them.          

 

 

 Light fades… 
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VOID 

 

Is there really a beautiful heaven? 

Is there a red and black hell for sinners? 

Basking on this, I told myself that the beautiful 

heaven is this we see now, argue with the sky and cloud on this. 

Father Francis told us that there is no heaven, 

Pope Thomas told us that paradise is within our hearts, 

and those who fall and fall on the altar of deliverance are miscreants. 

We believed him on a platter of Sunday school morning. 

He gave us lies and lies of truth about the World Series of lies. 

In this pantful world where children wear disgrace, 

In this world' voodoo, where sorrow back treasures of preachers, 

 

 

In this train of earth where girls wear tears, 

In this shattered world where our pride are whores, 

Nothing is precious under the sun and nothing that the sun has not seen. 

Man is home to himself and have choices about himself. 

The clergy men that had their skulls littered in the evil graveyard 
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of my village can tell of this. 

To this voidness, 

To this coldness, 

To this yonder of shattered images, 

Xylem of mannered eloquence of the devil, 

To the world demon's demonstrators, 

To the Halloween and the Dejavu, 

To the magical cloth verses of the Indian, 

To the cries of unholy pages of those holy 

book tabled before we were born, 

I have a way that seems so right to me; 

and those are the choices I have made. 

To the shrine of Illinois of the Illuminati, 

To the pyramid of underworld, 

To the coldness of death, 

 

 

We will escape from this drum of world, 

This is darkness! 

This is darkness!! 
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This is darkness!!! 

Darkness of the black spirits. 

Voidness lies in the bag of red colours. 

This gory miseries of the world keep us in the fold of grey. 

We don't know death but death knows us, 

We don't know life but life speaks of us, 

We don't know abstract painting of demons, 

We don't know the abstract imageries of sins; 

The beauty of sin lies in the consequences that lies aftermath. 

We are train of shadows, 

We are feathers of spiritualties, 

We are blood of feelings, 

emotions. anger. Carcass.  Faded colours.  Sadness. 

Pains.  Revenge. Vengeance. Evil. 

Emptiness. Vacant. Void. 

We are the opposite of day, synonym of good. 

Is there really a beautiful heaven? 

Is there a black and red hell for sinners? 

Search your soul and answer to its voidness. 
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TORTURED SILENCE 

 

And the red demons screamed aloud, 

miseries and gories of a black scary death 

hurried by in the middle of the night. 

My father's shrine quaked in pity, 

My mother's excited wrapper loosed. 

Cain hurried by for the blood and skull of his brother. 

The Israelites defeated by Nigerians! 

How could it be their bones scattered in the midst of Nigerian greens? 

Drought. Hunger.  Defeat. Death.  Evil. 

Death brought all eyes to the feasting table of mediocre. 

Yet another feast for the deadly vultures, 

Yet another testimony for the pit of hell. 

For every righteous man labelled 666, 

For the indigenous heaven' occupants. 

Every children eyes shot horribly, 

Mothers, basking their fears in the hands of death, madly. 

The owls howled terribly torturing the serenity of the cloud. 

The lions tamed and goats wilder. 
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Darkened wind roared by, 

Thick gummy substances of the lurking 

embryo of the night cried. 

The wind stood, the stars wept. 

The moon hallucinated. 

Another destruction! 

Another destruction!! 

Christ watched at the corner of hell, 

Satan seen standing at the gate of heaven. 

Hell loosed! Demons freed! 

Angels captivated mockingly in the 

Voidness vodka of the horrored emptiness. 

The minted red evil spirits shriek of laughter 

echoed in the bottomless pit, 

dark. Void. gloomy.  Saddened. 

empty survivors of royal Oak of vivid imagination darkened the 

unqualified agony lurking the painted firmament, 

advocating the peace of the world. 

Blood shattered all around, skulls littered yonder. 

The ant' eyes bugged with a lonely fierce myth along hell. 
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They sounded the trumpet without the knowledge of Christ. 

They have tortured silence in heaven, 

They have made war and war among nature, and 

humans will bear the consequences. 

And every pillars are set loosed and the earth will wail soonest. 

Woe, woe to the world for the dragon is set free. 

The punctured silence flew into the world and humans groaned in fear. 

Terrible strange agonies gripped humans. 

And the angels waited on and on for the set time of another trumpet. 

Darkness filled the earth and Christ is come. 

And I raised my head to a new world from my nightmare, 

These words are broken, I lost my mind scripting them. 
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ILLUSION 

 

And this picture on the wall of my heart told a story of men 

giving birth among themselves in the north promiscuously... 

Sipping memories from the lungs of the girl child. 

They were not ashamed of the little ones watching their nakedness 

which howled at them mannerlessly. 

We bathed the oceans again and again, 

We made the sand shone like the moon, 

We washed the sky daily to see clearly of what the earth has in stock for us. 

We painted the earth and added more colours to the chirping rainbow. 

Life became wet in our palms because we saw images and figurines of women 

whose shinning womb were made abnormal by men of yesterday. 

 

And mother told of an innocent girl that killed her father, 

mother and brothers, 

She was patted by the king for doing so, 

As she told this ear breaking tale, 

we saw the rain emerged from the ground instead of 

the lonely idle cloud that watched us through different mirrors. 
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They said we'll live forever on paradise, 

They said there is heaven and hell, 

They said evil people will be punished on the last day, 

They said we will burn for thousand years, 

But how could a father punish his children with fire and brimstone? 

How could spirit burn in a fire? 

How could we tell lie to ourselves and expect the sun not against us? 

We have seen cock making love to a duck and, 

dog to a cat, and grandma told us it was normal. 

 

 

And Father told of the miseries of the black spirit in our village streams, 

How pouring of libation on the family shrine brings good wife and good harvest, 

how rubbing oil and wearing palm frond on your lips wad away demons. 

he said there is a third heaven above us, 

He told us why the He goat smells, 

He said white ghosts do fly day time; he has seen 

the flashes of one of them at Benin. 

After Christopher, I creed, 

After Achebe I loved again 
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After Seghor 

After Wole and Niyi' folklores, 

After Habila Helon, 

After Chimamanda's truths, 

We'll retrace this fables with a knitted thought towards strings of our voices. 

How does the patient dog eat the fattest bone now? 

Does the silent cock still live for a lifetime? 

 

Mother lied to us 

Father lied to us 

Grandma lied to us 

Grandpa lied also 

A mirage formed 

Teachers lied to us 

An illusion created 

We are not who we are through those 

illusion told to us through their lips. 
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BEYOND A BROKEN LIPS 

 

Save your heart woman! 

I need it no more to live; 

our future is no longer together. 

 

Your pleads can't save the day, 

You've unbuttoned my anger; 

go to that man that satisfies you more! 

 

Give me freedom! 

I need peace not pieces 

dangling with a broken spirit. 

 

Two tales of insanity fidgeting, 

one teething urge of freedom, 

separation knocking behind; 

we can make a world apart! 

 

Give me freedom! 
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A man of action looks beyond,  

marriage is a bondage; a forbidden tale 

seen in the mouth of cowards losing their mind. 
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BLACK WOMAN 

 

Whose mind do you have in your mind? 

Danger is real, fear is a choice of heart. 

On a black widow day, goodness died 

Hands above head, in the combat of war. 

Look after your breast, black woman! 

Do not pump it bigger like the white woman does! 

 

Tender your little buttock as nature adores 

Do not add pad to become mightier to eyes. 

Nature was not insane when it made it, 

Those are your endowment, my black woman. 

Hold onto your culture and hopeful tradition, 

Romancing the thoughts of your mind. 

 

Black woman! Do not wear skimpy skirts, 

Those skirts on the laps exposing your woman. 

Look after your body, spirit and soul, 

Do not cut your tongue, eyebrows, lips 
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In the name of wearing rings to look prettier, 

Those are signs of modern slavery of morality. 

 

Run not into the arms of deadly men for love! 

Sell not your body for money that last not, 

Those are the culture of the craving devil 

Lay not with woman to woman on a sinful bed 

Allow not man to man in your sprouting clan. 

 

Speak for yourself in the midst of danger 

Stand to defend what you stand for here 

Danger is real, fear is a choice of the heart 

Let love live in you like water in an ocean 

The earth is faithful to your unmeasured love 

take care, black woman! You are the future 
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FRAGMENTS OF WAR 

 

For Aleppo 

What is the joy of war if not the fragments 

of blood sprinkled unholily on the ground? 

Aleppo has seen this braveness and succumbed 

that the testament lies in the swords and armors. 

I can feel the test of your suffering and pains, 

I can smell of the irony of the warship bouncing, 

I saw the shape of your crying laughter; 

Sharp, drowning, and, building itself a channel of 

restriction in this fragments of godless war. 

Make the body of your masses a holy fortune, 

let them find delights in your face and soul. 

Illusion of this abolished fate shall stand 

when the thousand drop of those tears shall speak, 

Aleppo! You can fetch from eyes to eyes 

those fifth shades of darkness and imperfection. 

Aleppo!! Shatter those winning ageless fate. 

We have seen your tears and sorrow smiling, 
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we have seen the season of your song hanging 

here in the throat of howling wind of shame. 

Your mirror has eyes and mouth to tell the world 

of those thorns that grow on your skins... 

Wearing dustless of stories on your neck, 

in pair of empathy we shall make your tortures 

known to the world when the time comes. 
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MY POEM, OUR POEMS 

 

When the sky shall cry soon, 

your head shall be the dwelling place 

of its tears of shame and lame. 

I will help to sing this cracking song, 

an unbelievable old fashioned tone, 

a jazz tone of Fela Anikulapo, 

Nigeria shall be the theme of my tone, 

we will not clothe corruption again. 

My poem, our poems shall stand 

to unveil those political animals 

with palms written with greed. 

In the basket of illusion have they 

deceived us and made us insane, 

our eyes, a beach of salty pains, 

tears come to play randomly. 

My poem, our poems shall have 

hands to get this uneased land rest. 

Poets are not myopic in nature! 
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Do not trade with our senses! 

Wole Soyinka dreamed of conquering 

but failed at his teething words. 

For boys of tomorrow we taught 

how to guide their tomorrow. 

My brothers in arms and words, 

My sisters in word war three, 

be armed with your armors. 

Freedom one day shall be ours! 

From political imposition, we'll rise, 

Poetry a mightier weapon of warfare. 

Man up men and women of words! 

Man up sisters and brothers in word war! 

A triumphal medal is in front! 

Of womanhood, we'll journey, 

Of manhood, we'll stand firm. 

Advance towards corruption! 

Man your words and kill! 

War for human right 

War for tomorrow, 
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War for freedom from bad leaders! 

We are not cattle to be slaughtered, 

let them know we have blood flowing, 

a speaking blood than Abel's. 

Tomorrow we shall not hang our towels 

on the surface of the sea to dry quick. 

We have a dream to rewrite Nigeria, 

so, man up brothers and sisters of word war 

let's save Nigeria and purge her sins away. 

A saint is not without a sin, a saint 

is one with a sin and knew he has a sin. 

Man up let's save our fatherland. 

Nigeria died yesterday when we stopped 

sounding the drums with our mouths. 

Nigeria is gone into abyss 

we could take another route to 

resurrect our land- 

Man up brothers and sisters of words 

tomorrow is in our hands. 
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SAND OF TIME 

 

Listen again to the tale of papa's goat: 

The earth was white before when I was 

born in the pen of penury' breast. 

Shivering, conventioning, he talked to us. 

Dark pregnant of the sky was his rendering 

in the clitoris of the moon in the night. 

 

In the sand of time before we came, 

Papa was a singer with a great tone, 

the endless miles of greatness were 

nothing to him if it bears fruits of luck. 

He spent his leisure in the embrace of 

the city that harbored his dreams. 

 

His cattle spoke of tomorrow to come, 

His cock pecked on honesty of the 

land because Nkporo was nearer Nile. 

Strive and argument of the moon and the 
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stars were the happiness in eyes. 

Torment were but a tale of the wicked. 

 

The time passed through the sand in 

an hourglass antiquated chambers of 

a soulful rhythm, boycotting memories. 

Papa died with a tale in his throat which 

he never let go to our ears to behold. 

But we inhaled love of his telling eyes. 

 

Our feet trembles with tenderness, 

here once stood our homes under the 

bridge that crossed the sky stomach, 

here once stood the Shrine of papa 

as seen in his dying flashed eyes- 

but yesterday tells of today in fear. 

 

We can now allow the sand to talk 

us into finding our root; a home that 

understand and perceive our fragrances 
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We hold Dreams in our embraces 

remembering what fate has spoken 

about us before we were born here 
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SATIRE 105 

 

Chicken republic... 

 

We are all chickens from Pig republic, 

We must follow the route politic leads us. 

Even when we shout, the politicians won't 

Listen to us fowl or hen in the pig land. 

We are all chicken in the Pig republic! 

We association of chicken cries out but 

We still sell ourselves by ourselves in the 

Open market where pigs enslave us daily. 

 

“You’re the cause of our problems!”, 

“No! I am not the prime cause; you know”. 

“You’re to be blamed of our misfortune” 

“No! You're not to be blamed of this pain, 

He is to be blamed for selling our souls, 

For fighting shadows when he was to fight 

Demons, he is to be blamed of this and that.” 
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No! he never stole money from funds!” 

“you did last election and this… you are evil” 

We kill ourselves by ourselves still hope to be sane. 
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NOBODY'S BUSINESS 

 

I am a poet describing nature 

none of your business if I have 

mansion or live in a teary hut 

curse me or spit on the sand I 

step on, i chose the life I live now 

Destiny chose me for this dream 

It’s nobody's business what I do. 

 

I have known girls from the hood 

I have dated girls from the hood 

many I have made a public hole 

change their profile side-down-up 

and they're called unprintable names 

it’s nobody's business whom I choose 

to marry now and tomorrow. 

 

I have been to school and dropped out 

I studied medicine and no result 
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I have always wanted to go to the sky 

crack it bodies and return home 

happy but mother rechanneled my 

legs, now, I have no route in life 

it’s nobody's business the life I live. 

 

I have no children to give me water 

My house is littered by lizards and 

Wall gecko describing dire poverty 

even if I feed from hand to mouth 

Leave me to my fate and eel destiny 

Life is but a dotted scar in hearts 

It's nobody's business to tell my tale. 

 

My father reek of bottles of beers 

He found home in gutters always 

 

 

My mother is a furnace religionist 

She found grace in arms of Bishops 
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Don't mind what their children 

will be tomorrow or today, It's 

nobody's business to tell of their lives. 

 

Christians are ambitious catholic 

than Pope Francis of Roman catholic 

why wag your mouth here and there? 

why point your finger here and there? 

what is your business with their lives? 

Pull down the sun today if you like 

You have no business with their lives. 

 

I'll keep wandering and get lost in the 

Darkness, don't look for me like your lost country; 

it's none of your business 

Remove those things in your eyes 

before mine, I have no business with your 

businesses morning and night. 

I choose the life I will lead for today. 
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I have no business with your 

businesses, no, I don't have any! 

Marry as many wives as you like 

Plenty your hair with fish hook 

Paint part of your mustache grey not 

my cup of tea to drink and get drunk 

I have my own headache to think of. 
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FOR GIRLS OF TOMORROW 

 

I 

we’ve built you bridges that will lead you to tomorrow 

the pieces of these skimpy mind of yours has been repaired 

down in the sea of knowledge have we made roses for you 

love at large and familiar beat of the heart shall follow. 

let no tradition deceive you to core inanity and foolishness 

marry where you found love and care… 

the pound of this land is in between your fingers 

we’ve tasted this daylight of beauty 

we’ve loved this timeless base of favor 

retiring this images that stand in our eyes. 

our village was made for the protection of your kind 

our loins are the pictures that harbors your libation, 

your mothers have rendered their tomorrow for you 

 

 

your fathers have sacrificed their today to keep you 
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they will bear whatever that comes on your way 

in love and tears 

in joy and agony 

in understanding 

not of lost and lawlessness 

you’ll get there 

Africa awaits you on 

the other side. 

 

 

 

II 

Flora Nwapa will not suck these memories away 

she made a perfect shy woman among her kind even 

when the forest of Abba could not hold down Kainene 

she taught all women to wear the thought of their mothers. 

Innu Ego would return to mind with glass full of thought 

Buchi Emecheta planted her lips on the night wind. 

“men are scarce” like they said in absence of their lips 

learn to keep your right hand abreast of the moon 
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Chimamanda Adichie knitted to her father’s name 

make your names dangle to the song of another man 

Like the kite dangling to the wind song of hope. 

learn to throw yourself to the world craftily 

We have failed yesterday not to protect our husbands 

modernity has come to bring those glamour old days robbed us 

Use these as big dreams to paint and plant honour 

You’re the last of the strongest 

Birthed in the house of symbols 

generation of heroines 

How you carve your names on the sand tower 

Tells how indeed you were made 

 

 

 

III 

darkness we must beat down with torchlight 

in this sand of time rotten men wear white linen 

to deceive women to their web of cruelty 

the skin of the body has generated your names 
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don’t float in the windpipe for men who beat and bark 

find comfort in your growing muse till this world ends 

switch places and find grains of purity somewhere else 

better land than those we entrenched here for you 

forgive any step we may have over taken before you came 

we were overwhelmed when ancient days emerged in our feet 

solitude never thought they could live where we lived 

we’ve built you bridges that will lead you to tomorrow 

the pieces of these skimpy mind of yours has been repaired 

down in the sea of knowledge have we made roses for you 

love at large and familiar beat of the heart shall follow. 
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HIDEOUS LANDSCAPES 

 

We are the natives of neglect 

Abandoned in the shores of want 

Our hearts are railway tracks 

That channels sorrow and tears 

We are not among the elites 

We are not counted among the living 

Because we are not necessary to them 

Our spirits are bottled up under self-pity 

Our kind are for hunger and sexual satisfaction 

Major voiceless of the clannish street 

When night comes, we embrace cliquey pains 

Our feet trembles under the cold bridge 

We continuously embrace nightmare in 

Arms of the wrapper spread beside the gutter 

Indigene of the street are we 

Living-dead, who’s in-actions never produce 

They want us bleat always like goats 

A theme of hate, deprivation and suffering 
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Packing our precious belongings in the stinks 

While we sleep and dream on the 

Hideous landscapes nature made 

Hoping to birth more bundle of poverty 

Of a truth, we backbite and kill ourselves 

In the hideous land we seek for freedom from it scape 
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EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS 

 

Open the book of history chapter 19 

Allow your shadow to roam on its surface, 

turn to verses twenty and 

wait. trace your finger forward, keep going; then Stop! 

Do you see that word corruption marked In red complexions? 

That was who they made us to be 

after the amalgamation of our thought 

through their thought to find home. 

 

You bottled up yourself and elected sickle 

cell patient in office to rule 

While the youths lazied at home. 

Last time was a woman and his wife, 

a man; and you cracked yourself up, 

Break every bones of your marrow biopsy complaining 

and singing how Womanly he was to lead you home. 

Now, what is the scores for Chelsea? 
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open the constitution of your land, 

Flip towards section 111 of the book. 

Where was it written an eye for eye? 

Was there a mouth for jungle justices? 

I know is not your cup of tea to see a 

Brother beaten black and blue alone. 

He pleaded not guilty but they killed him, 

has he sinned more than the 

cocktail Politicians that stole money? 

 

I broke my silence and spelled pains 

and tears and sorrowful agony 

To those that killed themselves in themselves 

before the end comes. 

I agreed with my fears when I saw no 

PVC among my people but naijabet papers. 

I made my doubt fixed my broken legs to shave off angered tears. 

You need yourself cos here is chaos. 

 

When we cry to be free and clear, 
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Our grandmothers collect cups of rice 

On the campaign ground for all of us. 

Don't you know to be poor is a way of life and 

to be rich is a way of death? 

When a fly passes by you rant and call 

Government who has sent them to you. 

I agreed with my fears that government will place 

that morsel into your mouth! 

 

2019 is everybody's business to handle 

We can couple together those broken 

Laughter left on our humble fine faces. 

Dusting of every road in the state is everybody's 

business to talk about. Those colourful children in the 

street are everybody's business to care for. 

Not my cup of tea if you fail in your business of patriotic service to the land 

 

Now, close the book in your thought 

Let me tell you a broken tattered tale: 

Our ancestral politicians are the disguise herdsmen 
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in the greener street of our home. Don't mention my 

name to any ear finding truth in this lie I just told. I am going home now, 

my mother seeks my face for an errand I have to run. 

We are all reeked flag and coat of arms. 
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FOR WOMEN OF TOMORROW 

 

We are still painting and repainting to capture your tomorrow, 

On this palms have we counted your glorious glee smiles. 

We will not maltreat you like our fathers did yesterday 

None of us will take advantage of your timid care to hurt you. 

We’ll kiss and hold you for long into a boiling spring 

Till rebellious letters stray into realms that delight 

God's bewilderment. We are these school of thought 

That uphold women in high esteem and found rhythm in 

Stuck leash of women whose joy are found in men’s arms. 

 

Come home to the embraces of African men not whites, 

A wise ignorance never leads men of great wisdom home. 

 

 

You own this world and men stand as a massager to you, 

We have learned and unlearn the spring that gladden the sun 

When the whole world goes to sleep. The burning coal of your 

Eyes is the flaming colours that makes us who we are. 
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For you are not broken but gleaming like the sky’s body. 

Your mothers will teach you how to make a man’s colour blossom, 

How to satisfy a man close to pleasurable death of excitement 

 

This is our inheritance and treasures as an African 

We are water and fire in the vessels of this earth 

We’ll not leave behind sighs and cough begging for normal life; 

For you women are the shredded thunder, hot peaceful moon, 

the girth which our legs spread to receive in abundance. 

Take care of this land for us in smile and laughter 

Take this notch of braveness in thrown across its cusps, 

We were lost. I thought we were lost yesterday 

But now you can find these African men in their plight. 

 

When angels were stained with blood in our souls 

And our eyes beheld the silent shrine built yesterday, 

 

And our pointers, lurking in empty rooms for hope, 

We’ll not look for the footprint of our fathers on the sand. 

Sure you’ll not look for that of your mothers in the kitchen 
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Because they made us fearful gazing at the darkness that 

Comb our surroundings, they told us ghosts are found there. 

This is our dreams that we unite to conquer divorce 

Cage feminism that made women of today insane. 
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BLAME THE SOCIETY 

 

blame the society when a piece of meat is stolen 

from your sinful pot of selfishness and greed 

blame the society when your bread change 

to a strange color from the one you made it 

blame the society when your goat discovered 

where those tubers of yam you seized from 

the orphans are kept by your cohost in the night 

blame the society when the roof of your home 

 

 

is burnt and rats are seen packing some fishes away. 

blame the society in the morning of your crisis 

blame the society of your misfortunes in the night 

she would accept your blames with laughter 

blame the society when those currencies 

arranged in your walls are discovered by the saints 

the society must know what happen to you 

the society must treat you when sick and, 
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if she fails, she must be blamed for that. 

you have no money to pay your children fees 

fight the society, she knows the cause of that. 

your in-law has won the heart of your husband, 

the government must be the cause of that! 

why didn’t they provide the substances you 

need to satisfy your husband at home? 

the creaking wall would tell a tale tomorrow 

the sun would wet our skin this afternoon 

when watching the deeds told by our deeds 

we must learn to blame the society daily, 

planting accusation fingers on her face 

she is the apple that sour our tongues 

from the beginning when Eve was the goddess. 

we are the society and the society is us 

why then we lay blame on ourselves unknowingly 

claiming the society, we created is our enemy 
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PORTRAIT 

 

My mind drew a portrait of a girl 

With red ink on a trapped parchment 

In her eyes, I saw a wailing woman, 

A confused man, a communal spirit 

Of a bereaved boy, a painted lost girl, 

Spirited armies, a pig’s ghost, a goat. 

Each carved separately with his or her 

Problems respectively sitting alone. 

They were tied on a frame in her eyes, 

Their names written on her lips. 

Her  heart buzzing in the rusty wind 

Skipped, missed three beats for me 

Then, postponed the rest for wet days. 

I dung out bodies, graves, fading dreams 

From the figures of her eyes hoping 

To dig out life but failed. 

These are girls you shouldn’t go close to, boys 

They kill destinies before they hatch. 
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Take them afar from your souls my sons! 

They are the world itself in one world, 

Girls like this have your life on their palms. 
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FOR MEN OF TOMORROW 

 

Learn to break down these bridges of mad ego  

That your fathers built against women of old.  

Eve's sin should not be the debt all women has to pay, 

Learn not to hurl unprintable names at your wife,  

give them not stone when they ask of meat to eat; 

For tomorrow holds this crystal of courage and faith,  

A diamond of limitless jerky treasures in women's hand,  

They are the world and men, partners in business.  

Man your own street like light of relief and caresses, 

Wag not your tongue like a dog, be fearful like a cat.  

We'll bake the moon gracefully for you as you journey 

With those female’s blood that knitted your name with theirs.  

We’ll never keep the chase whirling as wind tail of amplified 

 ecstasies not in this void of time and python darkness. 

We are keeping the fire ahead behind for a flame of rainbows; 

for a breastful of testimonies to come from other females. 
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Soon, we'll fly and dance, we’ll jump and merry,  

Forgetting that we've grown wings of thousand colours 

that would lead all men to Paradise. 

You’re more than fire that burns a tuber of yam! 

We're flames of smiles that comes at birth of a child! 
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RESTITUTION 

 

We’ll stir up our spirit 

Sit in between the righteous pew 

Table our sins before the Pope and Christ statue 

And Mary’s and face God, hallucinating. 

We’ll dip our chaplets into water and blood of the lamb 

Then, muttered unheard words unto heaven 

Blood mixed with salty sweat and tears and grievances and agony. 

Our fears will wear a gloomy face for your sake, boys 

God will come down in white glory 

Our end becomes our beginning 

We’ll go back from where we began beating this sinful drum 

After our pleas meet pleasure of answer then, 

You will understand this song didn’t start with us. 
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